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walls, to withstand the heat of the summer sun, and were
used by Madrilenes for week-ends before the more
modem form of villa became fashionable. Each of them,
usually surrounded by its own olive grove and orchard,
could be converted by the Reds into a veritable block-
house. The Reds had not omitted to do so. It took thus
two days to storm these five thousand yards of undulating
fields and to capture the four castellos which crowned the
slopes The Reds had no time to counter-attack, but fell
back sullenly each day, after having fought desperately.
Each castello and its gardens had sheltered a battalion of
the International Brigade, and each of these battalions
had to be wiped out practically to a man before it fell.
It was sis days after the opening of the offensive that I
was able to reach Majadahonda by car, and then on foot
progress as far as las Rozas. It was an awkward and deli-
cate trip. We started out from Boadilla del Monte with
a staff car preceding us. I was warned not to follow too
closely and not to stop if there was any shelling, but to
dash straight on. I had not counted on the fact, however,
that we were not taking a road but merely a series of
country cart-tracks, and that the staff car was dnvea
with a total disrespect for tyres and springs which was
comprehensible when dealing merely with Army property,
or say a requisitioned car. Juan, my driver, did not share
this feeling, as he knew that he or his brother would have
to buy the new tyres and springs, and they would not be
furnished by a generous Army Ordnance Department.
The result was that we swung and bumped along the
rough track, sometimes on a high slope, sometimes almost
asle deep in water, at a much slower pace, and within
a few minutes had completely lost sight of our guide.
There were tracks crossing the one we were taking eyery
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